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about oblix
following the enormous success of zuma & ROKA

oblix is a destination bar and kitchen offering a

rainer becker decided to move away from

refined urban experience and contemporary

japanese cuisine and culture for the first time in

cuisine.

over a decade. in 2013 he introduced oblix, a

located in the 32nd floor of the shard, the open

dual dining experience on the 32nd floor of the

kitchen proudly showcases the wood fired oven,

shard – europe’s tallest building.

charcoal grill and rotisserie that are the heart
and soul of the oblix kitchen.

the founder
rainer becker’s attention to detail and unstoppable
enthusiasm are the driving force of his career and the
company. rainer started his career as a chef in some of
germany’s most prestigious kitchens including; goethehaus in
bensberg, koenigshop in munich and the hyatt regency in

in 2013. he introduced oblix, a dual dining experience

cologne.

on the 32nd floor of the shard – europe’s tallest building,
offering oblix west and oblix east. the menus showcase

in 1992 rainer was promoted to executive chef of the park
hyatt in sydney. in 1994 rainer took the position of executive
chef in the park hyatt tokyo – where he launched five

the best produce from the kitchen’s spit roast, charcoal
grill and wood-fired ovens, delivered in the becker
signature style of upscale, sophisticated, urban dining.

restaurants and remained for six years.
japan fascinated rainer and he quickly immersed himself in its
culture. throughout these six years, the formations of an idea
that would become his global vision were formed.
the challenge of london and a return to europe beckoned
and in 2002, becker’s vision became reality and zuma london
was born. instantly popular, the demand was so high that two
years later, still restless, becker decided to develop a second
brand & introduced ROKA & shochu lounge.

rainer becker’s cuisine has gathered great respect and
recognition throughout the world, yet his energy and
imagination are relentless. in addition to his successful
destination restaurants located in london, both zuma and
ROKA continue to grow internationally.

oblix west
oblix west is a rotisserie & grill restaurant offering dishes
delivered in rainers becker’s signature style. the menu in

oblix west is prepared in full view of diners from the open
plan kitchen with dishes from its spit roast, charcoal grill and
wood fired oven.
the dedication to quality, precision and consistency are
attributes seen across all of rainer beckers establishments.

the west seats 125 guests with stunning panoramic views
over london.

library table
the library table is located in the west dining room and
situated in heart of the restaurant. the one tonne stone table is
semi-private and seats 10-14 guests.

surrounded by books chosen as inspiration to rainer becker, a
unique restaurant experience can be enjoyed whilst dining on a
menu of dishes selected by our executive chef marcus eaves.
the library table is a wonderful place to host your party or
business dinner surrounded by stunning views of west london.

large group dinning in west
oblix west is the perfect space for those wishing to entertain
larger groups or hold an event in a dramatic and breath
taking setting.
oblix west can be hired for semi exclusive dinners of between
20- 40guests. the parties will be split over multiple tables
within the same area. tables can be booked at 6pm or
earlier and 9pm or later, tables are rebooked after 2.5
hours.
large groups are require to dine on our 3-coursesharing set
menus. £85per person, £100per person & £125 per person.
each menu contains glass of champagne on arrival.
our menus offer a wide selection of items, including our oblix
signature dishes. we cater for dietary requirements as and
when requested.
all large group bookings require a small deposit in order to
secure the booking.
oblix west can be also hired exclusively within or outside of
our normal opening hours.

oblix east
oblix east is a bar and lounge with views stretching over
the city, tower bridge and all the way out to canary wharf.
enjoy signature cocktails while lounging and listening to
live music and djs. oblix east offers diners an eclectic mix of

innovative seasonal dishes inspired by the booming
london food scene along with an exciting bar bites menu
that takes food to new heights.

large group dining at east
oblix east is the perfect space for guests looking to add a little
excitement and fun to their occasion.
the east has two large dining tables; the cocktail counter and the
banquette table able to cater for parties of up to 18 and 22 guests,
all seated together on one table.
our cocktail counter is a large stone table accompanied by 16
comfortable back rested high chairs. the table is positioned in front of
our exclusive collection of murano cocktail decanters and commands
spectacular views of canary wharf and east. london.
our banquette table is a large wooden table resting alongside a
leather banquette and accompanied by 11 comfortable back rested
high chairs. the table offers fantastic views of the city and iconic tower
bridge.
oblix east be hired for semi exclusive lunch or dinners of between
30- 54guests.. the parties will be split over multiple tables within the
same area.
all tables for dinner can be booked at 6pm,6:30pm and 9pm or later,
tables are rebooked after 2.5 hours.
all large group bookings require a small deposit in order to secure the
booking.
oblix east can also be hired exclusively within or outside of our normal
opening hours.

standing receptions
oblix east is the perfect venue to host exclusive and semi exclusive
standing receptions and canapés events.

the east has multiple areas all able to hold different size parties, the
maximum capacity is175 guests. each area is spacious and comfortable

allowing guests to easily mingle to and from the bar while enjoying
incredible views of the city, tower bridge and canary wharf surrounded
by the atmosphere of other diners and drinkers.
all parties require a minimum spend according to season, in the addition
to a pre-order of canapes and drinks or select one of the available set
menu designed by our executive chef marcus eaves.

all large bookings are subject to terms & conditions along with a deposit
to secure the booking which is credited to your bill.

live music &
entertainment
oblix east offers live entertainment every week on
wednesday, thursday, friday & saturday, covering
contemporary and classic hits from a mix of genres
including jazz, soul and pop music. saturday nights dj’s set
the vibe with funk, soul and disco, a collection of tracks
spanning the ages all remixed and ready for the
weekend.
oblix can research and book bands for private events.

www.oblixrestaurant.com

oblix west

exclusive hire

oblix east

available monday - sunday

available monday – thursday & sunday

capacity: oblix west can accommodate up to 125 guests for sit

capacity: oblix east can accommodate up to 100 guests for sit down meal

down meal or 150 guests standing drinks & canapés party

in varied seating arrangements across the room or 175 guests for
standing drinks & canapés party

hiring options
oblix west can be booked exclusively for lunch & for dinner from
monday to sunday

hiring options
oblix east can be booked exclusively for buffet breakfast, lunch & brunch,
for dinner and standing canapes & drink reception, from sunday to

oblix west is available for exclusive hire outside of our normal
opening hours

thursday
oblix east is available for exclusive hire outside of our normal opening
hours

perfect for business lunches, product launches, gala dinners
perfect for business lunches, product launches, team building and relaxed
we have both dry & wet hire options available upon request. a

sit down dinner

guaranteed minimum spend on food & beverage and venue
hire applies. all rates are seasonal

we have both dry & wet hire options available upon request. a
guaranteed minimum spend on food & beverage and venue hire
applies. all rates are seasonal

oblix bar
our vision behind the oblix bar is to take culinary approach to classic cocktails
using flavour as inspiration. all our creations have been re-envisioned,
modified and carefully paired with premium spirits and liqueurs. by twisting
creations with homemade and contemporary ingredients we aim to change
the way we perceive the old standards, and thus make cocktail drinking as
fun and as accessible. the method to our madness is simple: every thought,
drop of liquid, taste, smell and texture is shaken, stirred or served straight up
with a whole lot of passion and fun.

oblix west opening times

oblix bar opening times

oblix east opening times

12 - 3pm lunch / 6pm - 11pm dinner - monday / friday

12 - 12am - sunday / wednesday

12 - 3pm lunch / 6pm - 11pm dinner - monday / friday

12 - 3pm lunch / 6pm - 11pm dinner / saturday

12 - 1am / thursday / saturday

12 - 3pm brunch/ 6pm - 11pm dinner / saturday
12 - 3pm brunch / 6pm -11pm dinner /sunday

12 - 3pm roast / 6pm -11pm dinner /sunday

contact information

getting here

for bookings please contact our events team at events@oblixrestaurant.com

level 32 the shard, 31 st thomas street, se19ry

or alternatively call on 020 3011 1136

oblix is situated on the 32nd floor of the shard, with panoramic views across the london skyline,

www.oblixrestaurant.com

right above london bridge tube station.

